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C O V E R I N G T H E L A S T M I L E O F T H E I N F O R M A T I O N S U P E R H I G H W A Y 
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S H O P S F O R R U R A L C O M M U N I T I E S 1 

Royal D. Colle 
Cornel l Un ive r s i t y 

"Development Communication: New Realities and Approaches" was one of the 
major topics of the Asian Mass Communication Research and Information Centre's annual 
conference in Jakar ta in June 1995. However, the major attention at this international 
meeting seemed to focus on new communication technology (satellites, digital 
compression, etc.) and "The Information Superhighway." Ironically, one of the "new 
realities" of development communication is t ha t little is being said about how we can 
extend the benefits of the information superhighway to development and to the rural 
pathways of the villages tha t hold a majority of the world's population. 

Another of the new realities is tha t governments worldwide appear to be finding it 
difficult to institute effective information/communication programmes for their 
development efforts, or are finding it difficult to sustain some of the systems they have. 
For example, there is disenchantment with the performance of the extension systems 
because of their performance, effectiveness, and their costs. Following are some of the 
major criticisms of the organization and performance of agricultural extension. 

1. Direction of information flow. Information is supplied from the "top" (scientists and 
officials) to the "bottom" (farmers); and from the center to the field. There is little "feed
forward" or feed-back.2 

2. Relevance of information. The extension system is driven by the assumption that 
relevant technical knowledge is available. Information often is not relevant because the 
scientists/researchers do not respond to farmers' needs. 

3. Range of agricultural information provided. The messages tend to be narrowly suited to 
production of a few particular commodities ra ther than to the issue of farmers' 
profitability which, for many, is likely to involve mixed crop systems. 

lrThis paper was prepared for the 1995 Annual Conference of the Asian Mass Communications 
Research and Information Centre (AMIC), Jakarta, Indonesia, June 21-23, 1995. This version was 
edited after the conference to add new material. The author is Professor of Communication at Cornell 
University (U.S.A.). His address is Department of Communication, Cornell University, Kennedy Hall, 
Ithaca, NY 14853. Fax: 607-255-7905. E-mail: rdc4@cornell.edu. He invites comments from readers and 
especially information about other forms of community information/communication centers. 

2"Feed-forward" refers to a process in which information obtained from populations shapes or 
influences the information that is subsequently directed to the population. 
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4. Emphasis on production factors. Concentrates on technical/production aspects of 
agriculture ignoring the "whole" farmer who has other interests such as his and his 
family's health. 

5. Clientele. Extension effort ignores particular agricultural populations such as women, 
tribals, operators of very small holdings, and non-landed agricultural workers. 

6. Control of the system. Managers and scientists and sometimes politicians control the 
agenda of the research and extension system to the exclusion of being farmer-centered. 

7. Methods used to reach farmers. Emphasis is often on face-to-face contact, with relatively 
little a t tempt to integrate communication media into the. process. 

8. Cost of system. Especially where extension is dominated by the highly labor-intensive 
Training and Visit Extension System, it is too costly to sustain. 

9. Lack of evidence of results. While there is evidence of better management in some 
extension operations, evidence of consistent success in increasing agricultural productivity 
and farmer welfare is elusive. 

10. Inadequately trained extension agents. Extension personnel tend to be trained in 
technical areas bu t have not been effectively trained in communication. 

11. Incentives for extension workers. Extension agents are generally poorly paid and are 
given little in terms of incentives to perform at the level expected by the system. 
"Professionalisation" has sometimes removed extension workers from input supplies, and 
consequently, their s ta tus and earning power have diminished. 

12. Evaluation and monitoring of extension. Better training, planning and computerization 
are necessary to effect bet ter monitoring. 

13. Extension funding. Extension is under-funded and tha t results in unfilled extension 
lines which results in inadequate coverage of farm populations. 

14. Linkages in the agricultural sector. Where links between extension and research exist, 
the relationship tends to be dominated by scientists who have higher s tatus.3 Similarly 
the farmer linkage into the system tends to involve them as passive followers ra ther than 
as active partners.4 

3Based on: Agricultural Extension, The Next Step (1990); Antholt (1994); Axinn (1993); India 
Agricultural Sector. Review (1988); Macklin (1992); Opoku-Debrah (1991); and Rao (1993). Full 
citations appear in the References at the end of this paper. 

4For a discussion of this point, see UphofT, 1995. 
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15. Rigidity and dominance of bureaucracy. The extension system's values puts 
bureaucratic discipline ahead of serving farmers. This often results in extension workers' 
perception that writing reports and other "paper work" takes priority over meeting in the 
field with farmers. 

16. Extension coverage. One researcher has estimated that in some countries 50% of the 
farmers do not see an extension worker in their areas for more than a year (Opoku-
Debrah 1991). 

In format ion sys tems 

Meanwhile, throughout the world, the capacity to communicate is increasing 
dramatically along with the ability to digitize, compress and store information in various 
formats. In India, for example, the government's National Informatics Centre (NIC) has 
established extensive data bases, and makes them available through telecommunication 
links to computer facilities at the district level. Similarly, international agricultural data 
bases can be joined with domestic agricultural research data bases and networks 
throughout India to provide a vast interconnected information system. Parallel but rarely 
intersecting with these data bases and networks are such other information systems as 
radio and television broadcasting, the agricultural extension system, and community-
based indigenous networks. 

New developments in the social science and technology of communication 
suggest that opportunities exist for re-shaping patterns of communication, especially in 
rural areas where the need for information is great but its availability scarce. One aspect 
of this re-shaping is the emphasis on community participation as an important model of 
communication and development; less obvious is an approach that sti-esses information-
seeking as compared to information giving as a information strategy. Participation and 
information-seeking, of course, are not mutually exclusive. In fact, both tie in with the 
principal theme of this paper. 

The information-seeking approach suggests that information might be positioned 
as a commodity, and be made available in much the same way as other commodities. A 
clue to the feasibility of this strategy appears in many nations where we can see the 
emergence of video rental shops, public telephone and fax offices, and photocopying 
services. We also see private entrepreneurs providing (for a fee) videotaping of weddings. 
And it's happening beyond the urban areas: while we may romanticize about the 
traditional ways of communication, in the countryside many rural people are into the new 
communication technology. Note the following situation reported by a friend: 

In Kenya, I saw quite sophisticated video technologies. In rural areas without 
mains electricity, one of my neighbors attracted customers to his small general 
store with a small television set, drawing power from a friend's matatu (small bus) 
battery. During the day the vehicle charged the battery, and in the evening it 
would power the television set. This set-up was much simpler and more practical-
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in sum, more appropriate--than the expensive solar cell or generator systems I've 
read about in project literature. 

Several of the bars in nearby Kisii town had even more sophisticated video systems. 
Through informal contacts, the owners had acquired videocassette recorders, large 
screen television sets, and video programs from the United States (Kilker 1994). 

In Nigeria, business centres, which are small to medium size shops scattered 
around towns and villages provide basic communication services to the community on a 
fee-for-service-basis. The services include: typing letters and business documents, 
photocopying documents, typesetting and desktop publishing, local and international 
telephone connections, fax services, and answering machines (Omosaiye 1995). I recently 
saw in Lucknow, India, a similar business operation tha t was actually called Ins tant 
Communication Centre. The Ins tant Communication Centre is owned by a 24-year-old 
man with a university first degree. In addition to his present a r r ay of services, he will get 
into desktop publishing, laser printing, courier services, and market ing. He believes that 
providing information via video and audio cassettes and printed mater ia ls related to 
agriculture, heal th and family planning for a fee is a good idea "with proper advertising." 

It's important to note two important characteristics about these communication 
enterprises: they are private sector, commercial undertakings; and they are all demand-
driven community businesses. For them, service is linked to profit. Another way of 
looking at this situation is t ha t people in these communities are paying for 
communication and information services they value. This is in sha rp contrast to 
conventional extension systems, health education programs, and other development-
oriented systems which are typically top-down, government-funded operations. 
Privatization, of course, is a key word in government circles, as governments try to 
transfer some of their activities to the private sector. 

C o m m u n i c a t i o n S h o p s for r u r a l p o p u l a t i o n s 

The challenge t ha t faces many countries (and the ministr ies , NGOs and other 
agencies for whom knowledge, beliefs and behavior change is vital to their work) is to 
become par t of this local level information phenomena, and to foster the integration of 
these local businesses and local footpaths with the enormous potential of the Information 
Superhighway. One of the approaches is what we call The Communicat ion Shop (CS). In 
outline form, the following are some of the potential characterist ics of a Communication 
Shop. 

(1) The CS provides a variety of information for rural people t h a t is holistic; for example, 
i ts products go beyond technical agriculture into health, nutr i t ion, family planning, 

^Earlier we used the term Information Shop, but opted for Communication Shop to help convey 
the idea of two way information flows rather than a one way dissemination (selling) of information. 
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agricultural markets , etc. Some of the information will be free, some will be for a fee. 

(2) The CS makes information available in "user-friendly" form (video, audio, etc.), thereby 
overcoming literacy barr iers where they exist. 

(3) The CS can be a medium for gathering information from villagers and farmers, 
potentially providing a channel upward. 

(4) The CS can be a channel for linking rural people, e.g. posting information on jobs 
needed or labor wanted or prices for commodities. 

(5) The CS can serve as a place where convergence takes place of the Information 
Superhighway resources such as agricultural or health data bases with domestic 
information sources such as radio and television, with extension and other outreach 
systems, and with indigenous information systems. (The CS helps cover the last mile of 
the Information Superhighway.) 

(6) The CS can operate on a profit-making basis, prompting a more aggressive information 
processing and market ing effort for the Shop's products. Its mixture of free and for sale 
information products and services can result in sustainable community-based communication 
institution. 

(7) The CS can serve as a community educational center where, space permitting, people can 
come together to use information materials.6 

(8) The CS can offer both entertainment and development-related audio and videotapes, 
including those of broadcast stations. By recording, stocking and recycling videotapes and 
audio tapes of television and radio services, the CS can extend the reach and impact of these 
services, and make them available at times convenient to the consumer. 

(9) Some CSs may have the potential of helping communities develop their own audio, video 
or print materials that can be used locally or shared with other communities or with decision
makers. This supports the participation concept by providing a local institution where 
information and ideas produced in the community can be collected, stored and distributed. 
These materials might also include productions that can be provided to local television cable 
systems and local radio stations, which in turn might increase awareness of CS products and 
information marketing in the community. 

Operation of Communication Shops 

To summarize, the role of the Communication Shop is to provide a convenient place in 

6The Communication Shop innovation increases in power and potential when it is combined 
with such institutions as the kelompencapir (the Listeners, Viewers and Readers Group) in Indonesia, 
or the tambuli in the Philippines . 
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towns and districts where rural families can obtain (free and for a fee) agricultural and other 
information to suit their particular needs; to add value to data by converting the latter to 
information; to serve as an information and communication resource center for individuals and 
for agencies such as extension and NGOs; and to serve as a center where farmers can 
exchange information with others. 

Communication Shop owners could make their profit by offering services that people 
want. Some of these are suggested below. An additional source of CS income (and service to 
the community) is for government agencies and programmes in various sectors that want to 
reach villagers with information might pay to have the CS stock and distribute its printed, 
audio and video materials which would be made available free, on loan, or sold, depending on 
arrangements with the sponsors. 

Enterprising Communication Shops can also train their personnel to gather information 
from their communities on contracts. 

Following is a list of products and services that might be offered by CSs: 

1. Local national and international phone service 
2. Facsimile service 
3. On-line connections to electronic data bases including, for example, the World Wide Web 
4. Document and data base searches on demand 
5. Documents off the shelf (hard copy) 
6. Awareness service and information-on-information 
7. Video library with development and entertainment tapes 
8. Audio library with development and entertainment tapes 
9. Kits for distance education programmes 
9. Recycled radio and television broadcasts from the radio and television services 
10. Local bulletins ("agricultural help needed," etc.) 
11. Audio-visual equipment rental 
12. E-mail connection to experts 
13. Information and programmes produced by farmers and the communities7 

14. Photocopying services 
15. Photographic supplies and services 
16. Book loan (library) 
17. Desktop-publishing services 
18. Battery recharging 

Some of the information materials would be provided by ministries of agriculture and 

7This may be an opportunity for farmers to become institutionalized as sources of information 
and advice through "packaging" them on videocassettes or audio cassettes and having the latter 
available in the Communication Shop. Farmers could be paid for this service. 
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health, by NGOs and cooperatives, and by international agencies.8 The CS would buy some 
products for resale to its market. If a national association of Communication Shops were 
formed (see below), it could serve as a negotiating and buying agent for some information and 
entertainment commodities. 

The organizational structure of Communication Shops 

A variety of alternatives exist for establishing Communication Shops. Although this 
paper has concentrated on the private, for-profit arrangement, other models are possible. 
These include: 

(1) attachment to a specialized institution such as an agricultural cooperative or a long-term 
watershed project such as the one supported by DAN IDA in' India's state of Orissa. 

(2) attachment to a training institute or a university, where the Communication Shop might 
both serve a clientele and be used as a communication research laboratory. 

(3) ownership by the community as a stockholder operation or as a cooperative. 

For efficiency and success, a state or a nation should look to the widespread 
development of the Communication Shop approach to connect the Information Superhighway 
to the village trail. For this it would be important to establish a major body such as an 
Association of Communication Shops (ACS) with a national secretariat. The ACS could 
provide guidance, direction, training, nurturing, and subsidizing to establish Css. As a national 
trade association, it could negotiate with banks for business loans for potential CS operators; 
it could negotiate with ministries and the private sector for products; it can help establish 
standards of service for CSs. The ACS could be established initially through a government or 
external grant and then change into a membership-supported body. 

Initially the ACS would: 

(1) Conduct an analysis of what information products might be sold and which should be 
made available as a public good. 

(2) Develop a suitable loan arrangement to assist private entrepreneurs to start a CS 
enterprise. The funds might come from the ACS itself, or from cooperating banks with whom 
the CS has negotiated favorable terms. 

(3) Assist universities, training institutions, and NGOs in establishing a place for CSs in their 
organizational structures. 

8For examplfe, UNICEF has produced a series of "Meena" videotapes for use in South Asia. 
These are designed to improve the status of women in the area. If they were available in a 
Communication Shop, a local agency could access them for use in the community. Similar materials 
are available in agriculture, health, family planning and in other sectors. 
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(4) Develop a CS management/entrepreneurship training program, perhaps in association with 
rural training or small business institute in the country. 

(5) Conduct or contract out the implementation of the management/entrepreneurship training 
program to public or private sector agencies. 

(6) Develop a code of conduct for standards of service. 

(7) Develop a basic inventory of products for Communication Shops that represents a "start
up" package for their beginning operations. The products would include off-the-shelf materials 
from both public and private sector sources. 

(8) Arrange for initial and continual software inputs from government agencies, including the 
recycling for tape playback of appropriate radio and television programmes. 

(9) Commission the production of CS products by the private sector using competitive grants 
and loans. The ACS should solicit proposals for design of an attractive format for audio and 
video "magazines" which could be regionally syndicated and include local features. 

(10) Negotiate arrangements to link CSs with important data bases. 

(11) Develop a system for operating locally maintained services such as "information-on-
information" and a people's bulletin board. 

(12) Identify and prescribe suitable start-up hardware. 

(13) Assist CSs in obtaining hardware, including negotiations with suppliers. 

(14) Provide liaison with telephone and satellite officials for service and equipment. 

Is the Communication Shop feasible? 

The Communication Shop idea has appeared in various nations in somewhat different 
forms. In southern Sudan a scheme was developed whereby a local entrepreneur was 
persuaded to serve the public by setting up a place where they could buy educational 
materials. In the United States, we've seen "store front" establishments designed to provide 
information and referral services for persons in poverty, or for battered women, or other for 
other disadvantaged persons. In the Philippines, Information Centers once served the needs 
of various development sectors until they were politicized and lost their community credibility. 
Libraries, though often limited to books and periodicals, represent a kind of communication 
shop-so much so that schools often teach "information science" rather than the traditional 
"library science. Now, with the availability of new communication resources such as video, e-
mail, desktop publishing, 30-minute photo processing, and computer data bases both on-line 
and on CDs, the time has come to re-invent the Communication Shop. 

Will people pay for communication products? They do. Many of the services suggested 
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above are already being offered for fees, but in a rather scattered uncoordinated way. In some 
countries farmers pay for subscriptions to periodicals. For information that is for "the public 
good" such as certain health, nutrition, family planning and agricultural information, it can be 
subsidized and made available free to those who need it. 

Is it feasible to have Communication Shops when many places in countries don't even 
have electricity? One answer to this question is that many places do have power through 
mains, batteries or generators, and a nation can establish CSs where suitable infrastructure 
already exists. When power reaches more remote areas, then the CS (already established 
elsewhere) can expand into those areas. 

Can Communication Shops be operated by rural people? Perhaps we too frequently 
underestimate the talent, skill, and readiness of rural people; we can find substantial evidence 
of their entrepreneurial successes. Also, it's not essential that all the services suggested 
above have to be in every Communication Shop. The configuration of each Communication 
Shop must match the needs and resources in the community. 

The last mile 

No matter how cautious and conservative we are about bringing innovations such as 
the Communication Shops into rural areas to accelerate agricultural development and change 
health-related behaviors, the technology of the Information Superhighway is penetrate the 
urban areas and is becoming more accessible to many. For example, van der Heyden (1995) 
notes that "application specific integrated circuitry" (ASIC) will permit the "drastic reduction in 
the cost of mass produced consumer electronic goods, and thus improve the affordability of 
television and radio receivers." Speaking at the Asian Mass Communication Research and 
Information Centre's annual meeting, van der Heyden concluded: "Advances in broadcast 
technologies provide powerful tools by which governments can accomplish the national goal of 
improving the economic advancement of their nation, while at the same time maintaining 
national heritage and harmony." He might have added computers, computer networks and 
other technologies to the list of tools. 

The challenge is how to extend both the technologies and the benefits of the 
Superhighway along the last mile into the rural villages. The Communication Shop is one 
option. 
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